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Abstract 
 
Over the demographic transition changes in population age distribution interact with age 
patterns of production and consumption to generate the first and second dividends. The 
second dividend arises from induced variations in aggregate saving and wealth holding, 
and depends on the relative size and upward or downward direction of intergenerational 
transfers in an economy. We draw on National Transfer Accounts estimates of transfers, 
labor productivity, and consumption by age for a number of countries to assess these 
effects, and estimate the first and second dividends. We derive concrete results for 
several different theoretical approaches and models. First, we analyze comparative 
golden rule steady states. Second, we simulate three different dynamic economic models 
of saving, life cycle consumption, and economic growth over the transition: 
individualistic life cycle saving; interdependent altruistic sharing; and an optimizing 
social planner. We find that all three simulations exhibit a second dividend, 
demonstrating that it is robust, although the size and timing may differ depending on 
specific institutions and behavior.  
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Introduction 
Over the demographic transition changes in population growth rate and age distribution 
interact with age patterns of production and consumption to generate changes in 
dependency, savings, and capital intensity. These changes are sometimes called the first 
and second demographic dividends. The first dividend reflects systematic improvements 
in the support ratio—the ratio of effective workers to effective consumers-- that occur at 
an intermediate stage in a classic demographic transition, after fertility has begun to fall 
and before population aging seriously erodes the support ratio. The first dividend can 
extend over a period of 40 to 80 years, and can cumulatively boost income per effective 
consumer by 30 to 60%. However, as population aging advances it reduces the support 
ratio, which eventually returns to a value close to that at the start of the demographic 
transition. Thus the first dividend is transitory, and the gains it brings are reversed by 
population aging.  
 
However, there is an important difference between the age distribution generating the 
support ratio at the start of the transition, when there is a high proportion of children and 
low proportion of elderly in the population, and at the end when the proportion of 
children is far lower and the proportion of elderly is very much higher. We will argue that 
this change in the population age distribution over the transition can cause a substantial 
and permanent increase in assets per capita and, for a closed economy, in capital per 
worker, leading to higher per capita incomes and higher consumption than otherwise. The 
extent to which population aging brings economic benefits through this route depends on 
several factors: first, the shape of the age profiles of consumption and labor income over 
the life cycle; two, the extent to which consumption in old age is provided through saving 
and asset accumulation rather than through familial or public transfer systems; and three, 
whether the economy is closed or open to international capital flows. Because nations 
differ along these three dimensions, assessments of the quantitative impact of changing 
population age distributions will also differ across countries. Another possibility which 
we do not explore here is that labor supply at older ages increases as population ages. 
Such changes have been very modest, as in the United States, or have not yet been 
observed empirically in any country to the best of our knowledge, and at most we might 
expect them to offset increased longevity but not the consequences of low fertility.  
 
The National Transfer Accounts project provides estimates of the age profiles of 
consumption and labor income from which support ratios can be calculated, and past and 
future changes in the support ratio can be projected on the assumption that these age 
profiles remain similar in shape over time, an assumption that is largely born out by the 
data. The degree of openness of economies has generally been increasing in recent 
decades, and assessing the economic implications is a topic worthy of further exploration.  
The greatest uncertainty, it seems to us, is in the response of national savings rates and 
growth in capital to demographic change—the so-called second demographic dividend. 
The main contribution of this paper is to investigate the occurrence, timing and size of the 
second dividend using different models incorporating standard and non-standard 
assumptions about the motivation of individuals and society.  
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We will first consider the highly artificial but illuminating case of golden rule steady 
states, in which succeeding generations maintain the capital labor ratio which maximizes 
per capita consumption. We then turn to simulations of non-steady state dynamic 
trajectories of population, saving, assets, income and life cycle consumption. Any 
simulation must be based on a particular theory about how economic behavior responds 
to the changing population age distributions. Any theory rests on assumptions which can 
themselves be challenged. For this reason we will carry out simulations based on three 
quite different theories. First we will consider individualistic life cycle saving with and 
without familial or public sector transfers for old age support. Next we will consider a 
dynamically maintained mix of transfers and asset accumulation shaped by 
intergenerational altruism. Finally we will consider the Ramsey-Cass-Koopmans model 
with a Social Planner who guides asset accumulation to maximize a social objective 
function.  Comparison of results of these three kinds of simulations indicate that the 
claim of a second demographic dividend is robust with respect to model specification. 
 
We should acknowledge at the outset the economic effects we will be considering are 
relatively small compared to the dramatic gains made in recent years by China and India, 
for example. To some degree this is because we are considering only physical capital and 
not human capital; both have changed dramatically in recent decades. In future work we 
hope to integrate investment in human capital in our analysis. However, other factors 
such as the adoption of market oriented policies are doubtless also important, and are 
well beyond the scope of our analysis. Similarly, we will not consider any natural 
resource or environmental constraints on population growth, and we will assume constant 
returns to scale. These factors we ignore are certainly important in their own right, but 
here we choose to focus narrowly on the consequences of age distributional change. 

Comparative Golden Rule Steady States 
Here we will begin by considering the effect of steady state differences in the population 
age distribution and growth rate on capital intensity, per capita income, and life cycle 
consumption. We will consider a very special case in which capital intensity, saving, and 
consumption stay at the level which maximizes per capita consumption. This case is 
called “golden rule” because it requires that each generation that receives this 
consumption-maximizing amount of capital in turn passes it on to the next generations.  
The current generation does not enjoy higher consumption at the expense of running 
down the capital stock – thus it does unto later generations as the preceding generations 
have done for it. This special case is unrealistic because neither populations nor 
economies are likely to be in steady state and because even if they were, those steady 
states would be unlikely to “golden rule”.  
 
The value of considering this special case is two-fold.  First, it allows us to reach 
important qualitative conclusions about how population growth and age structure 
influence saving, capital, and per capita and lifetime consumption.  Moreover, we can 
explore how these outcomes are affected by the relative importance of transfer systems.  
Second, the “golden rule” case establishes a benchmark against which to assess 
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population changes and population and economic policy.  This provides useful context 
for later parts of the paper when we consider non-golden rule cases in simulations. 
 
A golden rule steady state is the one in which, for any population age distribution, per 
capita consumption is maximized through appropriate choice of the levels of aggregate 
saving and capital per worker. In the standard neo-classical framework, a steady state 
with slightly more rapid population growth n + dn will have a slightly higher golden rule 
level of saving and a slightly lower capital labor ratio.  The reason is that the more 
rapidly growing labor force must be equipped with capital, and this costs a slightly higher 
proportion of current output. (If depreciation is taken into account this result is 
reinforced). With slightly lower output per worker and slightly higher savings out of that 
output, consumption per capita must be a bit lower. Golden rule analysis abstracts from 
the behavioral question of whether the saving rate will in practice tend to be higher or 
lower when the population growth rate is higher. It just tells us that the golden rule saving 
rate will be higher. It thus focuses our attention on how a different demographic regime 
with more rapid population growth affects the highest level of per capita consumption 
that could be sustainably achieved.  
 
For simplicity, we will employ a stripped down model with no technological progress and 
no depreciation of capital. Some standard results hold with or without age distribution:  

• In golden rule steady state the rate of return on capital equals the population 
growth rate, that is r = n.  

• All income from labor is consumed and all income from capital is saved.  
• An increase in the population growth rate reduces per capita consumption.  

Differentiating per capita consumption c with respect to n across golden rule 
steady states we find:   
(1.1) dc dn k= −  
where k is the golden rule amount of capital per person.  

 
These three results hold when we introduce age structure into the standard Solow model, 
but additional important results also hold.  More rapid population growth leads to a 
younger stable age distribution (μ(x) =be-nxl(x), where μ(x) is the proportion of the 
population at age x and l(x) is the life table proportion surviving from birth to age x). A 
younger age distribution could be an economic advantage or disadvantage, depending on 
circumstances that we will now consider.  
  
Let c(x,r) be the preferred age pattern of consumption of a representative individual in 
steady state, perhaps as a result of individual optimization or perhaps for other reasons--
all that concerns us here is the existence of a preferred age pattern, not its origin. Let 
labor income age x be yl(x). Both c(x,r) and yl(x) are average values at age x in the 
population. Since aggregate consumption must equal aggregate labor income in a golden 
rule steady state, we know that the population weighted integrals of c(x,r) and yl(x), call 
these C(r) and Yl, must be equal: C(r,n) =Yl(r,n). These depend on n because n 
determines the population weights. Note that in golden rule r = n, so the stable population 
weighting that leads to aggregate consumption C and Y is proportional to the life cycle 
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weighting by e-rxl(x) that is used to calculate a survival weighted present value at birth for 
consumption or earnings, for example:  

(1.2) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
0 0

nx rxC e l x c x dx e l x c x dx
ω ω− −= =∫ ∫  

 
The life cycle budget constraint sets C computed in this way equal to Yl computed 
similarly, and we see that the aggregate social budget constraint for golden rule, that all 
labor income, and no more, be consumed, is identical to the life cycle budget constraint 
of an individual that says that over the life cycle the present value of survival weighted 
consumption must equal that of labor earnings. (This formulation requires the existence 
of institutions that spread the risk of mortality so that the constraint need hold only for 
average mortality conditions.) 
 
The effect of an increase in population growth on lifetime consumption C is not 
necessarily the same as the effect on per capita consumption c.  An important paper by 
Arthur and McNicoll (1978) analyzed a model similar to this and showed that:  

 

(1.3) ( )ln
lc y

d C kA A
dn c

= − −  

 
This tells us that if the population growth rate is slightly higher then there will be a 
proportional change in the present value of life time consumption equal to the average 
age of consumption (Ac) minus the average of labor income (Ayl) minus the capital 
dilution effect, equal to capital per person divided by per capita consumption. There are 
two additive effects: the increase in the population growth rate leads to capital dilution as 
in the standard model, but it also leads to a younger age distribution which will raise C if 
consumption generally occurs at an older age than earning or reduce it if the reverse is 
true. The implication is that although per capita consumption is necessarily lower on a 
golden rule steady state with a slightly higher population growth rate, life time 
consumption can actually be either higher or lower depending on age patterns of 
consumption and labor supply. The equation dc/dn = -k must continue to be true. But 
once we have introduced age distribution, c is no longer the most informative measure of 
individual consumption. It is more useful to examine what happens to the present value 
of life time expected (survival weighted) consumption, that is C. 
 
Another striking result, this one due to Robert Willis (1988), concerns how the aggregate 
demand for wealth, W, is related to the age profiles of consumption and labor income. 
For a given age x, W(x) is the amount of wealth an individual would need to hold in 
order to fund all consumption after age x less labor earnings after age x. The population 
weighted average of W(x) across all ages x is the per capita demand for wealth W. Willis 
showed that:  
(1.4) ( )lc yW c A A= −  

This result can be substituted into (1.3) to find:  

(1.5) ( )lnd C W k
dn c c

= −  
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Wealth as the term is used by Willis and as it is used here is a broader concept than 
capital.  Age specific wealth can be held as capital, say k(x), or as the expectation of net 
future transfers to be received, say τ(x). Let the pattern of transfers be described by τ+(x) 
= transfers received, and τ-(x) = transfers given at each age, with the net transfer received 
being τ(x). We can define transfer wealth at any age x, T(x), as the present value of 
survival weighted future net transfers, τ(x). Let the sum over all ages of τ(x), weighted by 
the proportional population age distribution, be transfer wealth per capita, T. Similarly, 
age specific holdings of capital k(x) yield per capita value of capital, k. Per capita wealth 
is the sum of capital and transfer wealth:   
(1.6) W k T= +  
 
Transfer wealth is the present value of expected net transfers from all sources from the 
current population.  Transfer wealth is positive if transfers are upward on average 
because members of the current population anticipate transfers from those who are not 
yet born, e.g., future taxpayers.  Expanding a PAYGO pension system creates positive 
transfer wealth, for example.  Transfer wealth is negative if transfers are downward on 
average – from parent to children, for example.  The reason is that on average the current 
population has obligations to future generations that must be fulfilled.   
 
Combining these last two equations, we find the important result first derived in Willis 
(1988):  

(1.7) ( )lnd C T
dn c

=  

 
The effect on lifetime consumption (C) of a small increase in the population growth rate 
(dln(C)/dn) is T/c. This result requires some explanation. First note that this has nothing 
to do with whether a change in population growth leads to saving rates that allow higher 
steady-state consumption; we are already assuming that the system is on a golden rule 
trajectory, and moves onto a new golden rule trajectory when n changes. The adjustment 
of savings is taken for granted. The only question is whether the adjustment of savings 
leads to higher or lower life cycle consumption C.  
 
Consider the situation in which transfer wealth is zero. This would be a very special 
golden rule steady state, one in which the golden rule amount of saving and capital 
accumulation results purely from life cycle saving.  Even though (1.1) must hold, and 
therefore per capita consumption must be lower at higher population growth rates, C does 
not change at all in the neighborhood of n if T=0. With life cycle saving, younger people 
consume less than they earn, and their share in the population increases when n is higher. 
Therefore age specific consumption does not have to be reduced at slightly higher 
population growth rates, in order to achieve the higher aggregate saving rate that is 
required to stay on the golden rule path. This result will hold anytime that a steady state 
economy is on golden rule and has no transfer wealth. This condition could be satisfied 
with downwards transfers to children and upwards transfers to the elderly so long as these 
balance out in the sense that transfer wealth is zero. It can also have any pattern of 
borrowing and lending across age, and the result will still be true.  
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Now consider golden rule paths more generally, when transfer wealth is not zero.  If 
transfer wealth is negative an increase in population growth leads to lower lifecycle 
consumption.  An increase in population growth leads to a younger population.  Because 
transfers are on net downward from older to younger, the transfer burden will be 
increased and consumption must decline. Similarly, if transfer wealth is positive then 
more rapid population growth will reduce the share of elderly in the population and 
relieve the transfer burden allowing consumption to rise.  
 
Transfer wealth determines the effect of population growth on lifecycle consumption, and 
this is especially important since public or familial intergenerational transfers may be 
precisely the policy through which golden rule is attained. It may be helpful to give some 
examples of ways in which transfers can boost the capital stock independent of life cycle 
saving. First, consider a bequest motive. With a bequest motive, people save over their 
life cycles and do not consume those savings toward the end of life. Rather they preserve 
assets for their children, and we can imagine them making an inter vivos transfer of their 
capital to their children at the moment just before they die. This additional component of 
the capital stock will be passed down from generation to generation, growing at the rate n, 
and augmenting a second component of capital that is saved by individuals when younger 
in order to be able to consume when older – life cycle saving, in short. One might also 
imagine the government playing the same role in a socialist economy, taxing the 
population and investing the revenues in capital which is passed from generation to 
generation, and which augments any life cycle saving that is done. In principle it is 
possible that life cycle saving would generate an amount of capital above the golden rule 
amount, and this excess could then be offset by some upward transfers such as social 
security or familial elder support that substitute for capital in satisfying the life cycle 
saving motive. In this case, T>0, and more rapid population growth would be associated 
with higher life cycle consumption across golden rule steady states. The age structure of 
life cycle saving generates too much additional capital at slightly higher population 
growth rates, which must be offset by increased upward transfers the costs of which are 
much reduced by the younger population. 
 
Figure 1 takes the population growth rate n as given, and shows the demand for capital by 
producers, that is the amount of capital demanded for productive purposes at each interest 
rate r and population growth rate n, expressed per capita. The golden rule amount of 
capital per capita corresponds to the demand for capital when r = n. But we also want to 
know how much capital members of the population want to hold. This will depend on 
their demand for wealth needed to achieve their desired consumption trajectory over their 
life cycle given their planned trajectory of labor income. This demand for wealth also 
will vary with r and with n (although n is fixed in this figure). Three alternative demand 
for wealth schedules are shown in Figure 1, corresponding to different tastes, incentives, 
cultural values, and institutional arrangements. Case A has the lowest demand for life 
cycle wealth, perhaps because people plan to work longer in old age or to consume less in 
old age. The demand for life cycle wealth is less than the golden rule amount of capital, 
so only if T<0 so that there is a “bequest” demand for wealth can golden rule be attained. 
This could happen if people are motivated to make substantial transfers to the young 
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either privately, e.g. through bequests, or publicly, e.g. through a large publicly owned 
capital stock to which new births automatically gain a share.   
 
Next comes Case B, in which the demand for life cycle wealth happens to be exactly 
equal to the producers’ demand for capital at r=n. If transfer wealth T is 0, then this 
corresponds to the very special golden rule case discussed earlier. Case C has the greatest 
demand for life cycle wealth, perhaps because people plan to retire very early and to 
consume more in old age than in youth. In this case to achieve golden rule it would be 
necessary to satisfy a part of this large demand for life cycle wealth through upward 
transfers such as familial support of the elderly or a Pay As You Go public pension 
system or perhaps through increased government debt as Diamond (1965) considered. 
 
If the economy is in golden rule of the Case A sort, then population aging (lower n) while 
remaining in golden rule would lead to higher life cycle consumption. If the economy is 
in golden rule of the Case C sort, then population aging while remaining in golden rule 
would lead to lower life cycle consumption. And in the Case B situation, population 
aging while staying in golden rule would involve no change at all in life cycle 
consumption.  
 
Lessons from the golden rule case:  
1) More rapid population growth leads to capital dilution, a reduction in the capital labor 

ratio and therefore lower per capita consumption, across golden rule steady states. 
Slower population growth boosts consumption for the same reason.  

2) Although population aging may cause lower aggregate saving rates, it may at the 
same time cause increased capital per worker and higher consumption. (See Cutler et 
al, 1990). 

3) If intertemporal consumption preferences are such as to generate exactly the golden 
rule amount of aggregate capital through life cycle saving, and T=0, then a small 
increase (decrease) in the population growth rate has no effect on life cycle 
consumption, even though it reduces (raises) per capita consumption. 

4) If life cycle saving alone would generate more than (less than) golden rule capital 
stock, then golden rule can be attained by satisfying some of the aggregate demand 
for wealth through upward (downward) transfers, public or private, so that T<0 or 
T>0. Increased government debt or public pensions would raise T while saving for 
bequests would reduce T. (Diamond, 1965; Willis, 1988; Lee 1994).  

5) In this case, the proportionate effect on life time consumption of a slight increase 
(decrease) in the population growth rate equals transfer wealth relative to per capita 
consumption, T/c. Thus faster population growth would raise life cycle consumption 
across golden rule steady states if transfers to the elderly dominate, or reduce life 
consumption if transfers to children dominate. Reduced population growth rates, and 
therefore population aging, have the opposite effect. Thus if transfers to children 
dominate, population aging would raises life time consumption. (Willis 1988, Lee 
1994).  
 

These lessons from the very special golden rule case yield insights that are useful in 
understanding more general cases.  
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Cross-national variation in transfer systems 
The foregoing discussion emphasized how preferences and institutional arrangements 
influence the way changing population age distributions affect holdings of capital and 
levels of life cycle consumption in the macro economy. While much is known about 
individual parts of these arrangements across many countries-- such as public pension 
systems, systems of public education, family living arrangements, and labor supply—no 
comprehensive view is available which combines all of these and more in a consistent 
framework.  

 
The National Transfer Accounts project (Mason et al, in press; Lee et al, in press) seeks 
to fill this gap by developing empirical estimates of support systems in different countries. 
Here we present estimates of the sources of financial support for consumption by the 
elderly in four countries: Japan, US, Taiwan and Thailand for a year near 2000, in Figure 
2. These countries vary widely in the extent to which elderly consumption is financed 
through transfers, either familial or public, through asset accumulation, or through 
continuing labor. The US and Thailand stand out as financing more of old age through 
assets and less through transfers, whereas Japan and Taiwan rely more on transfers and 
less on assets. Economies like Japan and Taiwan will have more positive or less negative 
values of T than will those like the US or Thailand, other things equal. 
 
The National Transfer Accounts project also provides estimates of consumption profiles 
that are used in the behavioral models of consumption and saving discussed below.  
Figure 3 plots the consumption profile for Taiwan (1998) used most extensively below.  
A profile for the US and an LDC profile, based on estimates for four developing 
countries, are also shown and these will be used in the Social Planner model considered 
later.  It can be seen that the age schedule for Taiwan is quite similar to the average LDC 
profile, except that consumption by children is higher in Taiwan, due primarily to 
spending on education. The most striking feature of these profiles is the big increase of 
consumption with age in the United States, which is driven to a great extent by health 
care spending. 

Non-golden rule steady states  
Most actual economies are believed to save at less than the golden rule rate and to have 
less capital than golden rule would require, because the subjective rate of time preference 
of individuals is too high and altruism is too low to motivate the required level of saving. 
At this point, we introduce some behavioral assumptions to shed light on the actual 
saving rate as opposed to the golden rule rate. We can then consider whether certain 
demographic changes interact with individual motivation and institutions so as to move 
the economy closer to an golden rule situation or in the opposite direction. The kinds of 
effects analyzed for the golden rule case will continue to occur, but movement relative to 
golden rule will lead to additional effects on life cycle consumption. For this analysis we 
will pass to the more realistic dynamic case. 
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Simulations of realistic dynamics 
More generally, consider a non-golden rule steady state. Transfers may be in any 
direction, upward or downward, on average.  
 
The difficulty with analyzing consumption levels and capital stocks across non-golden 
rule steady states is that although it is straightforward to analyze the compositional effect 
of the changing population age distribution on savings and consumption, it is impossible 
to consider the effect of a changed rate of return on savings and consumption behavior 
without a behavioral theory of saving and consumption. The golden rule results were 
derived without any behavioral theory, by simply assuming that the saving rate is always 
at the golden rule level.  
 
Once we introduce a behavioral theory such as some version of life cycle saving, then we 
can turn to macro simulation and drop the steady state assumption altogether. We can 
expect, however, that all the ingredients of the golden rule case will be retained in some 
form, and new ones will be added. Thus we should expect that capital dilution will occur 
if the growth rate is more rapid. To the extent that there is life cycle saving, a younger 
population will generate additional aggregate savings at least partially offsetting this 
capital dilution. To the extent that transfers occur, these will reinforce or offset capital 
dilution depending on whether their net direction is downward or upward. In addition, 
when we are no longer on a golden rule growth path, there will be gains or losses 
depending on whether the behavioral response moves us closer to that path, or away from 
it.  
 
We consider three saving models in turn:  the lifecycle saving model, a model with 
interdependent utilities across generations, and the social planner model. 

Simulated Life Cycle Savings over the Demographic 
Transition With and Without Transfers 
Our life cycle saving approach assumes that adults save in anticipation of their old age 
retirement, based on current age patterns of labor supply projected into the future. They 
also take into account the consumption needs of their children, and plan to save and 
dissave over their life times so as to maintain a regular trajectory of household 
consumption per effective consumer, depending on their rate of time preference. In 
related simulations, differing degrees of familial support or public pensions are taken into 
account in the formulation of these life time plans for saving and consumption. The 
assumption is that individual actors take these transfer programs as given, based on social 
norms or on explicit public policies, and formulate their savings plan so that given these 
transfers in conjunction with their savings plan, consumption will vary optimally over the 
life cycle.  
 
Under life cycle savings without transfers, we would expect that as life expectancy rises, 
individuals would tend to raise their savings rates to provide for consumption during a 
longer expected period of retirement. As fertility falls, individuals would probably devote 
a smaller share of their life time income to their fewer children and more to their own 
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consumption, which would require higher savings during the working years to fund 
higher consumption in retirement. As mortality falls more births will survive, tending to 
offset the effect of lower fertility, however. In addition, with lower fertility and longer 
life the age distribution of household heads will become older, and this will generate 
additional effects. All these demographic changes are combined with the complex 
dynamics outside of steady state, and perhaps with rapid economic change, as when 
productivity growth accelerated in Taiwan. With all these changes occurring together, it 
becomes difficult to grasp the outcome intuitively. When changing transfer systems are 
added, the system becomes still more complex.  
 
Simulated values for wealth and saving only are presented here and in the next section as 
more comprehensive results for this model are presented elsewhere and more 
comprehensive results for the social planner model are presented in the next section.  The 
demographic variables are based on the mortality and fertility experience of Taiwan.  
Mortality conditions were very poor in 1900.  Expected years lived at old age did not 
begin to increase until after World War II ended, at which point adult mortality improved 
very rapidly (Kinugasa and Mason 2007).  Taiwan had a very rapid transition to low 
fertility that began in the 1950s.   
 
In our macro simulations, we find that saving rates rise during the middle of the 
demographic transition when support ratios rise (so consumption is lower than otherwise), 
and then fall back to relatively low levels as the population ages. The ratio of wealth per 
worker or of wealth to income, however, increases substantially and remains high. Unlike 
the first dividend, which is transitory, the second dividend leads to a permanent change. 
This effect is stronger when provision for retirement through familial transfers or public 
pensions is weaker. In the absence of such transfers, the capital to income ratio 
permanently doubles or triples. Details of life saving simulations for Taiwan and the US 
are provided in Lee et al (2000, 2003). Results for Taiwan are displayed in Figures 4 and 
5, for savings rates and the ratio of capital to income. Note that both savings rates and the 
capital-income ratio are lower under the system of familial support for the elderly (more 
positive or less negative T) as compared to pure life cycle saving with no upward 
transfers (T<0, since children are still receiving transfers). Also note that even though 
savings rates fall with population aging, because the labor force is growing more slowly 
(lower n) the capital intensity of the economy increases.  

Simulated Interdependent Utilities Across Generations 
and Mix of Saving and Transfers 
The point of departure in this analytic approach is the assumption that the observed cross 
sectional age profile of consumption for a recent year reflects deep underlying altruistic 
linkages and preferences within families and within society at-large.  Support for this 
view can be found in the relative stability in the shapes of these profiles across countries 
with differing rates of economic growth and levels of per capita income and within 
countries over extended periods of time.  In Taiwan, for example, the cross-sectional 
consumption profile has been remarkably stable during the last 30 years for which 
estimates are available. This is the rationale for assuming that the shape of consumption 
by age is unchanging over time in the simulation. This unchanging shape is maintained 
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through a combination of saving and transfers through the family and through public 
sector programs, and it reflects the interdependency and altruistic linkage of generations 
in contrast to the individual optimization of the classic lifecycle model.  
 
As is true of the other two simulation models analyzed here, the cross-sectional age 
profile of productivity, i.e., labor income, is also assumed to be constant.  The economy 
is assumed to be small and open to international financial flows.  Thus, the labor 
productivity profile shifts upward at the exogenously determined rate of productivity 
growth.  Under the small, open economy assumption, a change in the demand for capital 
by residents has no effect on domestic capital.  Any increase in the lifecycle demand for 
capital leads to an increase in capital in the rest of the world.  And because the simulated 
economy is small, it has no discernible effects on the global economy.  The global 
economy is not immune to the influences of global aging.  In particular, international 
interest rates decline as a consequence of global aging.   
 
The final important element of the model is the treatment of transfers.  By assumption, 
the gap between labor income and consumption for children is filled entirely by familial 
and public transfers.  This is consistent with available National Transfer Account 
estimates (Mason, Lee, et al., forthcoming; Lee, Lee, and Mason, forthcoming).  Results 
reported in Mason and Lee (2006) show that the simulations are insensitive to the share 
of child transfers that are through families or publicly funded.  The gap between 
consumption and labor income for the elderly is filled by a combination of transfers and 
lifecycle saving.  Implicitly the choice between transfers and saving may reflect time 
preference or altruism toward future generations; or it may be the outcome of entirely 
different processes.  Our approach is to assume that the share of transfer wealth in 
lifecycle pension wealth, denoted by τ  is constant throughout the simulation.  Lifecycle 
pension wealth is the present value of consumption at older ages less the present value of 
labor income at older ages and must equal assets devoted to supporting the elderly during 
their retirement plus transfer wealth.  The values of  τ  used in the simulations are based 
on National Transfer Account estimates.  Two values are employed to represent a low 
saving society in which 65% of lifecycle pension wealth is transfer wealth ( 0.65τ = ) and 
a high-saving society in which 35% of lifecycle pension wealth is transfer wealth 
( 0.35τ = ).  A complete description of the model, the solution algorithm, and results are 
provided in Mason and Lee (2007 forthcoming).   
 
The simulated effects of these demographic changes are quite striking in Figure 6. For 
either scenario pictured, the capital intensity of the economy increased from the low 
levels that characterized the first half of the 20th Century.  Between 1950 and 2000 the 
ratio of capital to labor income increased from virtually zero to about 1.0 for the high 
transfer wealth scenario and to between 2.0 and 3.0 for the low transfer wealth scenario.  
The corresponding saving rates in Figure 7 reach elevated levels during the period in 
which wealth is increasing most rapidly – high rates of saving are required to generate 
rapid increases in the capital stock.   
 
In the simulation presented here life expectancy is assumed not to increase after 2050.  
This is unrealistic but it allows us to make a useful point about the time paths of saving 
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and wealth at the end of the demographic transition.  As aging begins to dominate the 
demographic situation, the demand for wealth stabilizes at a high level.  Saving rates 
decline because population growth has slowed and because assets are no longer rising 
rapidly relative to labor income.  Thus, asset income is permanently higher.  In the case 
of a closed economy, as we will see below, capital is permanently higher.  For this reason, 
the demographic transition leads to a permanent second dividend.  
 

Simulated Optimal Saving and Consumption for 
Interdependent Utilities and a Social Planner 
Similar to the previous approach, we assume that the cross sectional age profile of 
consumption reflects some deep altruistic values. Let the height of the cross sectional 
consumption profile in year t be γ(t). A social planneri seeks to maximize a social welfare 
function equal to the integral of utility from consumption, u[γ(t)] ii, over an infinite time 
horizon discounted by the social rate of time preference ρ.  
 

( ) ( )s

t
V t e u s dsρ γ

∞ −= ⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦∫  

where 

( )
1( )

1
su s

θγγ
θ

−

⎡ ⎤ =⎣ ⎦ −
 

 
We also assume that the planner has perfect foresight about the entire future population. 
The economy is closed to trade, capital flows and migration, and all relevant economic 
parameters are known such as the rate of depreciation, the rate of technological progress, 
and the parameters of the production function. The planner chooses a level of aggregate 
saving for each year, trading off future consumption against current consumption and 
determining asset accumulation. 
 
In the actual optimization process we have followed common practice in multiplying 
quantities by a factor of e-g(s-t) to remove the effects of labor augmenting technological 
progress at rate g. We assume a constant returns to scale Cobb-Douglas production 
function with capital and labor coefficients of 1/3 and 2/3, depreciation at .03 per year, 
technological progress at .015, a rate social time preference of .01, and an elasticity of 
intertemporal substitution of .4. The rate of social time preference reflects the degree of 
altruism that current members of society feel toward future generations, with a lower rate 
indicating greater altruism. With sufficiently great altruism, society will pass on 
substantial assets to future generations (T<0), and with sufficiently weak altruism society 
may enforce negative bequests on future generations, for example through costly 
PAYGO pension programs or increasing government debt (T>0). 
 
We carry out our analysis for three countries: the US, Taiwan (for which we simulate a 
past without immigration from the mainland China) and Niger. We assume that an 
optimal economic and demographic steady state has been reached by 2300 based on 
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United Nations long run projections and the steady state optimization conditions, and we 
then solve numerically for the optimal trajectory from the present up to 2300. 
 
Figure 8 plots the support ratios for the US, Taiwan and Niger. These depend in part on 
the different demographic levels and trends in each country, and in part on the different 
c(x) and yl(x) curves that are used. For Niger the LDC profiles are used.  As discussed 
earlier, the US consumption schedule is strikingly different from the other two. At the 
end of the simulation period in 2150 the demography in the three countries is projected to 
be very similar, so the differences in support ratio at that point are reflecting only 
differences in the age profiles of consumption and labor income. At the start the support 
ratio for Niger is very low because Niger has extremely high fertility. As it moves 
through the projected transition it passes through the first dividend phase from 2020 to 
2080, and then its support ratio drops with population aging. In Taiwan the support ratio 
drops for a few decades with population aging but then stabilizes. In the US the support 
ratio drops as the baby boom generations retire, and then after a pause it drops further. Its 
high level of consumption in old age gives it a lower support ratio throughout the 
simulation, from start to finish, than it would otherwise have.  
 
Figure 9 shows the trajectories of the optimal net savings rates. These depend largely on 
the population growth rate, and hence are extremely high in pretransitional Niger and are 
similar in the US and Taiwan, both with relatively low growth rates.  
 
Figure 10 shows trajectories of the capital-labor ratio, per capita wealth, and transfer 
wealth. Figure 11 shows simulated consumption per effective consumer relative to the 
value in 2006. From inspection of these figures, we observe the following:  

1) The demand for wealth for life cycle saving (consumption smoothing) is not 
nearly enough to sustain the optimal capital labor ratios. Attaining these requires a 
strong transfer of wealth to future generations, inconsistent with pure life cycle 
saving behavior for own retirement consumption. On the optimal trajectories for 
all countries transfer wealth is between negative 5 and negative 40 times total 
output. Transfer wealth can be seen to be least negative in the optimal plan for the 
US. This is because the age profile of consumption in the US is particularly high 
at the older ages, and therefore higher life cycle savings are required to provide 
for this consumption in old age in the US. That means that a smaller amount of 
capital needs to be passed down from generation to generation in order to remain 
on the optimal capital intensity. 

2) Despite substantial population aging in the US and Taiwan, consumption per 
effective consumer is expected to increase relative to initial levels because capital 
intensification more than offsets the decline of the support ratio. In Niger the 
increase is dramatic while in Taiwan and US it is more modest. Nonetheless, the 
optimistic message is clear that in the optimal plan as structured here, aging is not 
expected to lead to reduced consumption even in low fertility nations.  

3) This result, rising consumption accompanying population aging, is consistent with 
our comparative golden rule analysis in the case in which transfer wealth is 
negative (T<0). In these Social Planner simulations, transfer wealth is very 
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negative indeed. Note that consumption per effective consumer is analogous to 
life time consumption in the golden rule analysis.  

4) With population aging, optimal net saving rates fall over the coming century. 
Nonetheless, capital labor ratios rise. This is again consistent with the 
comparative golden rule analysis.  

Comparison of results  
Simulation outcomes for all the cases considered are shown together for the case of 
Taiwan in figures 12 and 13. All three simulations indicate that ratio of wealth to income 
will rise over the course of the demographic transition and will remain high. Capital 
intensity is highest in the Social Planner simulation, which is to be expected. Somewhat 
surprising is that capital intensity in the pure life cycle saving simulation is quite close to 
the Social Planner’s. In the first two approaches the second dividend is diminished when 
transfers to the elderly are larger and future changes in support systems will therefore 
influence the size of the second dividend. This is perhaps the most important implication 
for policy: careful attention should be given to the long run influence of future transfer 
policies toward the elderly on the macro economy. In the Social Planner simulation, 
transfers are endogenous, generated within the model optimization itself, rather than 
being taken as given so the comparable comparison is not possible.  

Conclusions 
Over the demographic transition fertility and mortality fall to low levels, and the 
population growth rate declines from a high level before fertility decline to a low or 
perhaps negative one as the age distribution effects of these changes work through to 
their long run outcome. The view is not uncommon that the fertility transition brings only 
transitory and mechanical economic advantage through the increase and decrease it 
causes in the support ratio. The view is also not uncommon that population aging which 
faces all countries that pass through the demographic transition will be economically 
painful, as support ratios fall.  
 
Here we have examined the macroeconomic effects of these demographic changes under 
a variety of assumptions about economic and social institutions and behaviors. Under 
each set of assumptions we have found that the demographic transition in its middle stage 
as well as in the final state of population aging brings an increase in life time 
consumption. Although support ratios do indeed decline during the aging stage, the 
favorable consequences of the increased demand for life cycle wealth more than offset 
the lower support ratio. If consumption by the elderly is provided entirely through 
transfers, either public or private, then the capital deepening effects we find would be 
muted, as our simulations show. In the extreme, if there were no capital at all, 
consumption would decline at the same rate as the support ratio.  If older people increase 
their labor supply in response to longer life, then on the one hand the support ratio will 
not fall so much, and on the other hand, higher savings and capital deepening will not 
occur to as great an extent, as under our assumption of unchanging patterns of labor 
supply.  
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Our social planner simulations assumed a closed economy, so that increased ownership 
of capital raised labor productivity as well as generating income directly. The other 
assumptions assumed open economies, so that the productivity gains of greater capital 
holdings were dispersed across the globe. We have not yet explored the patterns of 
international capital flows that might result.  
 
There are certainly other consequences of population change that we have not considered 
here, such as pressure on natural resources and the environment, possible economies of 
scale, and so on. We have limited our discussion to certain aspects of changing 
population growth and age distributions.  
 
Our analysis has largely abstracted from pressures that may fall heavily on particular 
elements in the transfer systems, such as families with increased responsibilities for 
supporting elderly parents or workers with increased tax burdens to support public 
pension systems or health care systems. But these systems are just parts of a larger 
picture, and assessing the implications of population change – and policy – should be 
guided by a broader view.  
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Figure 1. Three Different Levels of Demand for Life Cycle Wealth and How Golden 
Rule Could Be Achieved for Each Through Appropriate Transfer Wealth. The population 
growth rate n is fixed at ñ.  
  
 

 
Note: The heavy line is the demand for capital by producers, equating r to the marginal 
product of capital. The lifecycle demand for wealth by households (for purposes of 
achieving planned life cycle consumption given planned life cycle labor earnings) is 
shown for three different cases. In case B, when r= ñ it just happens to equal exactly the 
producers’ demand for capital at r= ñ with transfer wealth T=0, and therefore corresponds 
to the golden rule case. In case A the life cycle demand for wealth when r= ñ is less than 
the golden rule amount, perhaps because people plan to work longer in old age or to 
consume less in old age. In this case, only if people make substantial transfers to the 
young either privately, e.g. through bequests, or publicly, e.g. through a large publicly 
owned capital stock to which new births automatically gain a share, can golden rule be 
achieved. In case B the life cycle demand for wealth at r=ñ is greater than the golden rule 
level, perhaps because people plan to retire very early and to consume more in old age 
than in youth. In this case to achieve golden rule it would be necessary to satisfy a part of 
the demand for life cycle wealth through upward transfers such as familial support of the 
elderly or a Pay As You Go public pension system. D marks a possible non-golden rule 
steady state equilibrium for Case A with transfer wealth less negative so that r>ñ. Other 
institutional arrangements leading to other values of T would generate different non-
golden rule steady state equilibria. 
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Figure 2. Financing Consumption for Elderly (65+) Selected Countries 
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Source: Amonthep (mimeo); Mason et al (2006); Ogawa and Matsukura (forthcoming). 
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Figure 3.Comparison of Age Profiles of Per Capita Consumption for US 2000, Taiwan 
1998 and Averages of Four Less Developed Countries (LDC) (Thailand 1996, Taiwan 
1977, Indonesia 1996 and Costa Rica 2004), all expressed relative to Average Labor 
Income ages 30-49. 
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Figure 4. Simulated Saving Rate Under Life Cycle Saving for Taiwan, 1900 to 2050, 
with NTA Style Transfers to Elderly and Co-Residence 
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Figure 5. Simulated Capital/Income Ratio Under Life Cycle Savings for Taiwan 
Demography, 1900 to 2050, Assuming NTA Style Familial Transfers to Elderly with Co-
Residence 
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Figure 6. The ratio of capital to labor income that results from maintaining the age shape 
of cross-sectional consumption and the relative importance of transfers and assets in 

providing for retirement, Taiwan, with specified transfer shares of 35% and 65%. 
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Figure 7. The saving rate that results from maintaining the age shape of cross-sectional 
consumption and the relative importance of transfers and assets in providing for 
retirement, Taiwan, with different transfer shares of 35% and 65%. 
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Figure 8. Projected Support Ratios for Taiwan, Niger and US. 
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Notes: For US and Taiwan, based on consumption and labor income age profiles 
observed around 2000. For Niger, consumption and labor income profiles are the average 
across four Third World countries in East Asia and Latin America.  
 
Figure 9. Social Planner’s Optimal Net Saving Rates for the US, Taiwan and Niger, 
Based on Projected Demography. 
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Note: Based on a Ramsey-Cass-Koopmans model with a constant returns to scale Cobb-
Douglas production function with capital and labor coefficients of 1/3 and 2/3, 
depreciation at .03 per year, technological progress at .015, a rate of social time 
preference of .01, and an elasticity of intertemporal substitution of .4. The social welfare 
function maximizes the discounted value of consumption per equivalent adult consumer, 
unweighted by population size.  
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Figure 10: The Aggregate Demand for Wealth (W/YL) and the Social Planners Choice of 
Capital/Labor ratio (K\YL) and Transfer Wealth (T/YL), for Niger, Taiwan and the US 
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See note to Figure 8.  
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Figure 11. Consumption per Effective Consumer relative to 2006: Social Planner for US, 
Niger and Taiwan, 2006 to 2150. 
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See note to Figure 8.  
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Figure 12. Comparison of Simulated Savings Rates for Taiwan Under Different Model 
Assumptions: Life Cycle savings with and without familial transfers to elderly (LC 
Model); Constant Transfer Wealth Model (Constant Tau); and the Social Planner’s 
optimal path, plus data on actual savings measures.  
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Note: Measures of savings differ. The “actual” data points are for net private and net 
household savings, and thus exclude government savings.  
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Figure 13. Comparison of simulated Capital/Income ratios for Taiwan under different 
model assumptions: Life Cycle savings with and without familial transfers to elderly (LC 
Model); Constant Transfer Wealth Model (Constant Tau); and the Social Planner’s 
optimal path, plus data on actual related measures.  
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Note: Measures of capital income ratios differ. The “actual” data points are for both 
capital and wealth, and are to all income. Some of the simulated ratios are to labor 
income. 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                 
i It is possible to keep this general setup but to decentralize the planning to heads of dynastic families as 
was done in Becker-Barro (1988). The role of altruism in determining the outcome is then more 
transparent. See also Calvo and Obstfeld (19**). 
ii We should mention that if instead the social welfare function weights future values of γ(t) by population 
size at time t then the results are quite different, and in particular there is no capital dilution with more rapid 
population growth nor increase in capital intensity with slower population growth. In this and some other 
respects we differ from Cutler et al (1990.) 


